
Perennial garden Dianthus

Fast and vigorous series

Sturdy and bright coloured flowers

Continuously flowering

Scan and 
discover more 

Ka
ia

Growing time
S 8 - 12 weeks
W 16 - 20 weeks

Pot size
9 - 12 cm
3,5 - 4,5 inch

Height
10 - 17 cm
4 - 6,5 inch

Type
RC / URC



Tasha
hiltasha

Sherisé
hilbeasher

Rousey
hilbearous

Freya
hilbeafreya

Hana Scarlet
shishi-02

Kaia
hilbeakaia

NEW NEW

NEW

Sherisé Rousey Kahori

The Inticancha® Series is a compact patio series with great ornamental value due to the elegant 
petals, large flowers and strong bright colours. These Alstroemeria are easy to maintain and will 
flower continuously from spring until autumn. The Inticancha® Series can be planted in a garden 
as well. The Inticancha® Sun Series consists of varieties that love the sun and heat more than any 

other Alstroemeria. The Sun Series is perfect for outdoor cultivation and has less
 flower-combustion in the sun. 



NEW: PIXIES POTCOVERS 

Kahori Scarlet
holkahoriscarlet

Kahori Pink
holkahoripink

Kahori
holkahori

Tyra
hilbeatyr

Tiiu
hilarian

Pixies Pink you up!
Specifically for 
our Beauties® 
varieties there are 
unique promotional 
materials available 
to stimulate the 
sell-through in retail. 
Pixies are the happy 
tunes in your day. In 
this concept Pixies 

are the centre 
of small 

visual 

stories 
and happy 



Scan and 
discover more 

Unique premium Dianthus

Perfect for indoor and outdoor use

Suitable for larger pot sizes

Large double flowers in stunning colours
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Growing time
S 10 - 13 weeks
W 18 - 20 weeks

Pot size
12 - 15 cm
4,5 - 6 inch 

Height
15 - 20 cm
6 - 8 inch

Type
RC / URC



Dream Beach 
hilbechdream

Crane Beach
hilbechcra

Bondi Beach
hilbechbondi

Blinky Baech
hilbechbli

Apella Beach
hilbechapell

NEW

Crane Beach Apella Beach Glen Bay

Flow® is a true premium Dianthus. The beautiful well-balanced foliage combined with large 
double flowers in a huge diversity of stunning colours, make this product truly unique. The 

vigorous full plants can easily fill a 12 – 15 cm pot. Flow® is easy to grow, and in general  
2 weeks faster to finish comparing to the Adorable® Series. Flow® can handle higher 

temperatures and this makes them very suitable to finish off the plants during summer and 
extend the Dianthus sales window.



White Bay
hilbechwhi

South Beach
hilbechsouth

Shark Bay
hilbechcanno

Red Beach
hilbechred

NEW
Miami Beach
hilbechmiami

Grace Bay
hilbechgre

Golden Bay
hilbechmay

Blinky Beach & Golden Bay Shark Bay South Beach

Glen Bay
hilbechwaik



Voluminous tall garden Dianthus

Large double flowers

Grown year-round

Thrives in the garden

OdessaScan and 
discover more 
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Growing time
S 10 - 14 weeks
W 18 - 22 weeks

Pot size
12 - 17 cm
4,5 - 6,5 inch 

Height
20 - 30 cm
8 - 12 inch

Type
RC / URC



Odessa Twiggy
hilodetwi

Odessa Red
odessared

Odessa Pure
hilpure

Odessa Easy Pink
odessa easy pink

Odessa Amy
hiloodeamy

Odessa Amy Odessa Twiggy Odessa Amy

The Odessa® Series is a typical Dianthus caryophyllus garden type with average cold tolerance till 
-5°C. Odessa® is a vigorous and taller garden Dianthus suitable for bigger pot sizes, that produces 
a large number of beautiful flower buds in all kinds of weather conditions. Odessa® varieties can 
also handle the full sun. Odessa® varieties are a full plant with many flowers and a long flowering 

period to boot.

Odessa



Scan and 
discover more 

Extremely broad, diverse assortment

Suitable for indoor and outdoor use

Select your own mix

Short cultivation time
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Growing time
S 8 - 12 weeks
W 16 - 18 weeks

Pot size
9 - 12 cm
3,5 - 4,5 inch

Height
15 - 20 cm
6 - 8 inch

Type
RC / URC



Beetle
hilbeetl

Cosmos
kocosmo

Dynamite
hildyna

Evert
hilevert

Faganza
faganza

Lady Beetle
hilflabe

Megan
hilmegansun

Serena
hilseren

Fygi
hilfygi

Bench-run selections

Sunflor® is a versatile Dianthus collection because it contains many different colours, flower shapes 
and plant types. The Sunflor® Series flowers from spring until late autumn, tolerates temperatures 
until -5°C and has compact growing habits with a short crop time. Sunflor® Series is one of the first 

Dianthus series in the market. Sunflor® has outstanding cold tolerance, and this means for production 
indoors limited heating is required, and is even suitable for cultivation outdoors in autumn and winter. 

These varieties are versatile and perfect for the garden, patio planters and indoor use.



Edberg
hiledbe

Esta
koes

Kaylee
hilkaylee

Paige 
hilpaige

NEW
Red Esta

hilrees

Sinclair
hilsinclair

NEW

Amber
hilamber

Charmy
hilcharm

Desire
hildes

Sofia
hilsofia

Bench-run extensions

Bench-run selections



Finesse
finesse

Luigi
hilluigi

Orinocco
hilorin

Norah
hilnorah

Allura
allura

Intermediate
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Bianca
kobianca

Vulcano
hilvulca

Skylar
hilskyl Vivre

hilvivre

Red Allura
hilreal

Cody
hilcody

Collection

Red Bull
hilrebu

Intermediate

Yellow Bling Bling
hilyelblbl

Bling Bling
blingbling

Cerise Bling Bling
hilcerisblbl

Orange Bling Bling
hilorbli


